ARMENIA LANDSLIDE PROTECTION / ARMENIA
PILOT ODZUN PROJECT

OWNER: ARMENIAN ROADS SSCC, MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The site of the pilot landslide project is located in the northern part of the country, at the valley of the Debed river, directly below the Odzun town.

It is very important to secure this area because the only railway connection between Armenia and Georgia and one of the two major road connections between the north and the south of the country runs below the landslide area.

Odzun landslide is currently still active, the danger of reactivation of catastrophic movements during spring rains accompanied with snow melting is very real, especially when combined with small earthquakes.

SERVICES PROVIDED

- Preparation of landslide protection system for Armenia
- Landslide registration in database
- Landslide design acc. to EC7
- Landslide modelling and monitoring
- Stabilization technologies
- Training of Armenian team

PERIOD OF WORK: 2000 - 2000
VOLUME OF WORK: 166,500 Euro

PROFILE OF THE LANDSLIDE AREA
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DAMAGED RETAINING STRUCTURES